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their age, with a certain capacity for ultimately holding even
to an unpopular position. Like his friend and fellow-poet,
Lamartine, Hugo came to the democratic faith from Bourbon
Royalism, but the evolution of his political beliefs was less
clear and was not without causing the enemy to blaspheme
that he never left a cause until he had got all he could out of
it. It is open to anti-Hugotists to doubt the sincerity of his
violent and often eloquent denunciations of the Throne and
the Church, but no reasonable doubt can be cast on the sin-
cerity of Hugo's attachment to the cause of the suffering
people. As early as 1834 he declared that "if he could ever
make his voice" heard in this council of minds which in Press and
Parliament discuss the general interests of nineteenth-century
civilization, he would begin by demanding one thing only, the
substitution of social for political questions," and the most
cursory perusal of his poetry shows how deeply moved he was
by the problem of poverty and destitution ; like Lamartine he
was brought to the democratic faith by the conviction that
political freedom alone would save the people. For adult
suffrage he had in fact an admiration which, though typical of
his day, appears to us childish, exclaiming once in Parliament
that " adult suffrage went to seek for man abandoned and
despairing and told him to hope, for the passionate man
and told him to think, for the poor, the destitute, the rejected
and crowned him as a citizen. What a marvellous increase
of dignity for the individual, and therefore of morality, exclaims
the poet; what a satisfaction and therefore what a pacification !
See this working man entering the polling-booth; he goes in
with the sad demeanour of an oppressed proletarian; he goes
out with the look of a sovereign ! "
There were good reasons therefore why this sentimental social
reformer should turn gladly to any individual who claimed
to do away with destitution. He believed in master minds, in
benevolent despots. " France/' he wrote in 1834, "has an
endless reserve of geniuses: she always finds the man for the
event, and she has no lack of Mirabeaus with whom to begin
and of Napoleons with whom to end revolutions. Providence
will not deny her the great social and political—not merely
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